This theorem (which will be proved in § 2) is best possible in the sense that dimension considerations show that E^(g?) is isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology for k > ^ + 1 (resp. k > n •+-1 , resp. k > m 4-1) and so is finite dimensional for these values of k. We note that the cohomology considered by Schwarz [4] is precisely the E^'°(^) of a foliated manifold. In response to a question posed by Bott, he constructed smooth (non-analytic) foliations of compact manifolds for which E^'°(^) is infinite dimensional. Thus (A) can be considered as an improvement on [4] ; besides our construction is different and simpler and leads to foliations which are of a natural and non-pathological kind. Regarding (B) we remark that the degenerescence problem for compact complex manifolds is much more delicate; we hope to give some results about it in a subsequent paper.
2.
In each of the examples (A)-(C) we will check, for k = [t,n and m respectively, that Im {H^A^))-> H^(Ai ( §?))} is infinite dimensional. The infinite dimensionality of E^'°(^) (see [2] , p. 441 for definition) would follow as an immediate consequence.
Proof of (A) (We ignore the trivial cases c = 0 , m). -The torus T'" will be considered as the quotient R W /(27^Z) m . Furthermore we put v = m -(2^ -1) and identify R^" with R"~1 x R^" 1 x R x R 1 ' ; thus a point of T"" will have coordinates
In case £ > fi -1 we also take the vector fields -,. . ., -. ot ! aT aken together these fi vector fields span an Abelian C dimensional Lie algebra a of analytic vector fields. At each point of T"" these vector fields are linearly independent; so they determine a real analytic £ dimensional tangent plane field on T'" . By Frobenius theorem this involutive plane field is tangent to a real analytic £ dimensional foliation of T 7 " . We will prove that E^°(^) is infinite dimensional for this foliation. (Note that QL and Si have the same filtration (1) and so have the same spectral sequence.)
For each smooth function <p(r) of period 27T we define a closed form Sl of degree jji on T'" by
ere the summation is over all multi-indices (ai ,.. ., a«i) with entries 0 or 1, and a = c^ + ... + o^_i . Using (2) the expression of a; in the chosen coordinate system. We havê
where cj denotes all terms other than those written out in the beginning. Since cj is preserved by the action of T 2^"2 every coefficient of a; in (4) is a function only of r , t^ ,. .. , ty . But d^ = n^ where i2^ is given by (3) . This shows that do? ='0 and that the coefficients o;^... a^ are functions only of r .
Since a; is a degree /A -1 form in A^ (^?) we should get zero when the operator ^_i ° • • -°^xi is applied to (4) . It is clear that on applying this to cJ we get zero. On applying it to the first part we get the condition Next we differentiate this and use (7)^ , etc., etc, ; finally we get 11... i = 0. Now by using (6) it follows that c^ .. a _ == 0 for all multi-indices (c^ ,..., c^_^) which means that do = t2-= 0. complex Frobenius theorem (of Newlander and Nirenberg) this involutive almost complex structure is integrable i.e. we can choose local complex coordinates z^ ,z^ ,.. ,z^ so that the smooth sections of F are precisely those vector fields which are of the type -\ ^.. --. We assert that E^°(SO is infinite dimensional for this / az ; complex structure.
Proof o/ (B)
For each entire function ^p(u) of period 27T we define a closed form of degree n on T 2 "" 1 x R bŷ
(ai...,a^_i) ^y
Here the summation is over all multi-indices (ai ,. .. ,c^_^) with entries 0, 1 and a = a^ + . . . + o^-i ; furthermore dvv^ d enotes du^ if a^ = 0 and cfw^ if o^ = 1 . We can now prove, by a method entirely analogous to that in part (A), that these ĉ onstitute an infinite dimensional subspace of closed forms in Ay, (SO and that no non-zero St^ can be the boundary of a form a;GAi(gO.
Proof of (C). -Case m = 1 is trivial (take ^ = 0); so we assume m > 2. Let us take the closed disk D in R 2 with origin as centre and radius 1 . In its interior we choose a countably infinite number of disjoint closed disks D.. Let us choose polar coordinates (r^,0^) for each D^ : so D^ is given by In the region JL < r^ < p^ the coefficient of (11) is non-zero ; 2 /a a a \ so in this domain we must have a? [--,. .., ---, --) = 0 QI 9^-2 S^7 which remains valid on r^ = p^ by continuity. Hence cj induces, on the boundary of each T^" 2 x D^ , the zero form. By Stoke's theorem this contradicts (10). Thus we have proved that Im {IT (A^ ( §?)) -> }r (A, ( §;))} has infinite dimension.
Remarks.
The proof of (C) given above is inspired by the work of Schwarz [4] . We note that it is possible to use analogous ideas to construct some more smooth (non-analytic) codimension c foliations on T'" with E^f o (ff < ) infinite dimensional. One can also ensure that the singular set of such foliations is nowhere dense. (The singular set is made up of those points where the infinitesimal transformations of the foliation fail to span the tangent space. In [3] it is proved that for a compact foliated manifold with empty singular set, E^C^) is finite dimensional.) In another direction we can prove that if a smooth manifold M^ admits one smooth codimension c foliation, then it admits another with E^OO infinite dimensional.
